Spatial Analysis of Transportation Network for Town Planning of Aurangabad City by using Geographic Information System
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Abstract— The Spatial Analysis of Transportation Network for Town Planning task is performed for Aurangabad Municipal Corporation (AMC). The required data was collected from the NRSC, Hyderabad and AMC. The Arc GIS 10 is used to perform the extraction of region of Interest from primary data and for Road Generalization, like selection, merging, elimination, symbolization etc. Total Road length and total area is calculated using the ArcMap software, using these data and population data, a Population Density and Road Density is calculated. Network Dataset is created in Arc Catalog 10 which provides the number of Transport Lines and number of Junctions. It is used to calculate the Network Connectivity Indices. An Alpha Index, Beta Index, Gamma Index and Eta Index are calculated for Transportation Analysis. This provides the spatial relationship between the Transportation and Town planning of Aurangabad City. The experiment resulted in providing information regarding the highly burn and undeveloped Zones.

Index Terms— Alpha Index, Beta Index, Eta Index, Gamma Index, GIS, Network Indices, Road density, Transportation network Analysis.

1 INTRODUCTION

In urban planning, transportation network analysis plays an important role to make better decisions. A GIS can be used to monitor transport network, conditions of a network, shortest or best route to reach destination and closest services. Aurangabad Municipal Corporation is the prime planning organization. There are total Six Ward Zones, Starting from Zone A to Zone F. Aurangabad Municipal Corporation (AMC) consist of 99 wards, with a population of approximately 1171330 as per Census 2011. Its total area is nearly 142.789 km². The benefit of GIS is not only user-friendly access and display, but provides spatial analysis. This Spatial analysis can be used to identify more data to discover new relationships. These analyzed data can be displayed in the form of maps, graphs or summary statistics [1]. The Implementation provides GIS functionalities like, extraction of features, Network analysis, designing thematic maps, access to several layers of data at a time. The existing database of the Aurangabad city does have the option to manipulate, access, and query the database but it is limited to textual queries only. It is not possible to make relationship between the crossing attribute data with respect to the topological and spatial relationship. To identify the spatial link between Transport Network and Town planning, an existing database is useful.

2 TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

A digital transport network with complex mathematical models is the basis for transport analysis and urban growth. The network is a representation of major routes within that area. This digital network is the input to the transport analysis and to identify urban growth, which contains Vertex (Node / point / Junction) and Edge (Arc / Line / link). This is used to identify the start and end points of any routes. Every Vertex (V) and Edge (E) is a record that is used to represent the characteristics of a road. In traditional GIS a Toposheets were the only medium which were available to visualize the Transport network [2].

Generally Transportation Planning consists of various individual modules. These modules can be road type (width of road), pavement management, traffic management and accident related data. As per the population within that area the transport network structure should be redesigned. This may be to increase road width, make one ways, and identify the parking area (multi floor parking). The use of GIS technology in development of Urbanization, the transportation information system and management can provide a very strong solution. Information related to transportation network is used in the efficient planning, designing, construction, maintenance and management of the transport system [3]. Aurangabad Municipal Corporation Transportation Network consist a National Highway, State Highway, District Road, Major city Road, shown in Fig.1.
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3 **STUDY AREA**

The co-ordinates for Aurangabad are N 19° 53’ 47” - E 75° 23’ 54”. The city is surrounded by hills on all directions. The District spread in 10107 Sq. Km. with population of 3695928 lakhs and 1300 Village as per 2011 census.

Aurangabad city is a Capital of Marathwada Region of Maharashtra; see Fig. 2 [4]. The city is famous for its rich cultural heritage. The famous world tourist’s places are Ajanta Caves, Ellora Caves, Panchakki, Daulatabad Fort and Bibi-ka-Makbara. It is located in centre of Maharashtra. Aurangabad is an only one tourist district of India, which has a two-world heritage monument to its credit. It is one of the rapidly developing city in the Maharashtra State. It is well connected by roads with various major cities of Maharashtra and other states [5].

4 **MATERIAL AND DATA**

The data was taken from the NRSC, Hyderabad and Aurangabad Municipal Corporation (AMC). A LISS IV Remote Sensing Image which has a resolution of 5.8 m, and also a PAN image of 2.8 m resolution were used. These images were merged to produce a color image with the spatial resolution of 2.8 m. The Geographic Coordinate System of these images is GCS_WGS_1984 and Projection is Transverse_Mercator. Also a primary data of Aurangabad Municipal corporation boundary (limit) was provided by them, which has a Zone wise and Ward wise corporation boundary. The secondary data of population was taken from the AMC.

5 **METHODOLOGY**

In ArcGIS 10, it is possible to extract the region of interest (ROI). This ROI consist two types of features the first one is polygon feature and second one is line feature. The polygon feature represents the Aurangabad district boundary, from this Aurangabad Municipal Corporation (AMC) Boundary was extracted. The line feature represents the Transport Network of Aurangabad district. By using the AMC boundary, the road line feature were clipped and saved with a different name, so it shows only the Road Network which comes within the AMC boundary, shown in Fig. 3.

5.1 **Extraction of AOI**

After the collection of data, the first step was performed in ArcGIS 10 is used to extract the interested region. The interested feature has two types of features the first one is polygon feature and second one is line feature. In this data the polygon feature contains the district boundary of Aurangabad, and Line feature contains the road Network of Aurangabad District. By using ArcGIS software, AMC boundary was extracted from the Aurangabad district boundary. To perform this task the ‘Select by Attribute’ option was used, then enters the query within query window. The Aurangabad Municipal Corporation boundary was extracted. By using the AMC...
boundary, the road line feature were clipped and saved with a different name, so it shows only those roads network which comes within the AMC boundary. For this purpose an Analysis (Clip) tool was used. This tool is used to cut out a piece of one feature class using one or more of the features in another feature class. By using this tool we get Transport Network, which comes within the AMC boundary only. AMC boundary contains the six Zones with their boundary and area in km. These Zones are separated by using Select by Attribute query, and then store it in six different file. These six Zones Boundary, are used to clip the Transport Network of each Zone. Now the Extraction of Polygon feature and Line Feature has been done by using the select by Attribute and Clip tool.

5.2 Road Generalization
The next step is a Road Generalization. These geometric operations are involved selection, merge, symbolization, elimination etc. The Road Network data having a category Road Type, like 'National Highway', 'State Highway', 'District Road', 'Major City Roads' and 'sub Roads'. By using this classification the selection process was performed. So only those roads are there which is 'National Highway', 'State Highway', 'District Road' and 'Major City Roads', it means the 'Sub Roads' and those roads are having null value are removed. This process is nothing but Elimination process [5] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11].

5.3 Creating Feature Class
Geodatabase is a part of Geographical Information System (GIS) which helps to store and manipulate geographical data. Geodatabase is a combination of two words Geo + Database. The single user database is also known as personal Geodatabases. A personal geodatabase is a Microsoft Access database that can store, query, and manage both spatial and nonspatial data. The Geodatabase is somewhat similar like file based coverage and shape file data models. But it has few advantages over it like it provides support for advanced geometry. Also it supports user-defined relationships among feature classes. Personal geodatabases are stored in Access databases, so they are having a maximum size of 2 GB and it runs only on the Windows platform. In addition to generic features, such as points, lines, and polygons, you can create custom features, such as transformers, pipes, and parcels. These custom features can have special behavior to better represent real-world objects. It supports a topology in a Geodatabase, so it allows you to represent shared geometry between same features within a feature class and between different feature classes [12].

In Personal geodatabases the following types of datasets can be created in ArcCatalog:
- Feature dataset
- Feature class
- Table (nonspatial)
- Toolboxes

It is possible to group related feature together within Feature datasets. So the specific functionality can be achieved. Within Feature dataset a feature classes can be created, it has an advantage to create Feature class within Feature dataset, like all Feature classes have a same coordinate system. Also it is possible to create Topology for each Feature class. Feature Classes can be a part of a geometric network, network dataset, schematic dataset, cadastral fabric, or terrain dataset [13]. Within Feature datasets it is possible to add new datasets like:
- Feature class
- Network datasets
- Topologies
- Parcel fabrics
- Geometric networks

5.4 Topology in ArcGIS
Topology is a collection of rules that, coupled with a set of editing tools and techniques, enables the geodatabase to more accurately model geometric relationships. It is the arrangement for how point, line, and polygon features share geometry. Topology has long been a key GIS requirement for data management and integrity. Topology can help to manage geographic data, if that data shares a same location of coordinates, boundaries, or nodes. Topology provides a mechanism to check integrity on data, so it helps to validate and maintain better feature. Also topologies can be used for modeling spatial relationships between features. Using this technique it is very easy for analytical operation like, checking the connected feature, finding adjacent features, finding disconnected feature etc. A topology is stored in a geodatabase as one or more relationships that define how the features in one or more feature classes which shares geometry. Topological data model manages the spatial relationships by representing the spatial objects like point, line, and polygon [14].

The topology errors can be find outs and it is possible to fix or solves this error. In ArcMap a Topology has to be opened and then Editing has to be start. Once the Editing has been start then from Topology tool bar the Error Inspector window has to be opened shown in Fig.4. So, an error of each rule can be discovered. Once the error has been found then just select the Fix Topology Error tool to solve an error, or it should be manually edited to solve the problem [15].
5.5 Network Analysis

A network is a system of interconnected elements such as lines (Edge) and connecting junctions (Vertex or points) which represent every possible route from one Junction to another Junction. From a feature class a network dataset is created but it is restricted that from only one feature class can create only one Network Dataset. The ArcGIS Network Analyst extension allows you to build a network dataset and perform analyses on a network dataset [16]. To create a Network Dataset, right click on Feature Dataset on which you want to perform a Network Analysis. Then select New Tab and from new tab select Network Dataset, see Fig. 5. Once the Network Dataset has been created then open ArcMap to perform Network Analysis.

After creating a Network Dataset will get a Total number of Lines and Total number of Junction (Nodes). Fig 6 and 7 shows a total number of Edges and total number of Vertex respectively.

5.6 Road Density

The Road/Network density is used to measures the Network Development [6]. The Road density of Aurangabad is 1120.317 m/sq km. This index value shows good condition of AMC Transport network. The AMC has 6 Zones, the area and total road length of this Zone is calculated in GIS, and Road density is shown in the Table 1.

The Road Density of Aurangabad Municipal Corporation area is calculated by using the equation given bellow

\[ ND = \frac{l}{A} \]  

Where

\[ l = \text{total length of network} \]

\[ A = \text{Total Area of Network} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ward Zone No.</th>
<th>Total Area</th>
<th>Road Length</th>
<th>Road Density (m/sq km)</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ward Zone A</td>
<td>57.838</td>
<td>37.903</td>
<td>655.330</td>
<td>Very Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward Zone B</td>
<td>15.721</td>
<td>24.306</td>
<td>1546.085</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward Zone C</td>
<td>3.729</td>
<td>12.811</td>
<td>3435.505</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward Zone D</td>
<td>5.974</td>
<td>24.699</td>
<td>4134.416</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward Zone E</td>
<td>32.889</td>
<td>32.307</td>
<td>982.304</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward Zone F</td>
<td>26.636</td>
<td>44.108</td>
<td>1655.954</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.7 Population Density

The Population Density of Aurangabad Municipal Corporation area is calculated by using the following equation

\[ PD = \frac{p}{A} \]  

Where

\[ p = \text{total population of Area} \]

\[ A = \text{Total Area of Network} \]
This is used to identify how dense the area is [6]. The Population Density of the AMC is 8019 persons per sq km. The Zone wise population density is shown in Table 2.

### 5.8 Calculation of Indices

The most fundamental properties of a Transportation network is Network Indices, like Alpha Index, Beta Index, Gamma Index etc. There are many Indices and every Index has its own equation for different purposes. For extraction of connectivity index it requires a road network (line), junctions (nodes). These indices are useful to identify the growth within network structure and also for change detection system [6]. The Table 3 shows the result of all Indices of AMC as well as Zone wise AMC.

#### 5.8.1 Alpha Index

Alpha Index is a ratio of circuits to the number of maximum possible circuits in the network. Its value ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. If the value is 0, then it indicates no circuits; and if the value is 100 percent then it indicates complete interconnected network [6] [17] [18].

\[
\alpha = \frac{(e - v + 1)}{(2v - 5)} \tag{3}
\]

Where
- \(e\) = No. of edges (Line)
- \(v\) = No. of Vertex (Node)

The Beta Index’s equation is as follows,

\[
\beta = \frac{e}{v} \tag{4}
\]

Where
- \(e\) = No. of edges (Line)
- \(v\) = No. of Vertex (Node)

#### 5.8.2 Beta Index

The Beta Index is ratio of the number of edges to the number of nodes. It is more useful for simple network where no circuits are involved. If the value is 0.0 it means there is just nodes without any arc. Its value ranges from 0.0 to 1.0 and greater, where network are well connected [6] [17] [18].

\[
\gamma = \frac{e}{(3v - 2)} \tag{5}
\]

Where
- \(e\) = No. of edges (Line)
- \(v\) = No. of Vertex (Node)

#### 5.8.3 Gamma Index

The Gamma Index is a Ratio of actual number of edges to the Maximum possible number of edges in the network. Its value ranges from 0.0 – indicates no connection between nodes, to 1.0 – maximum number of connection with direct link to all nodes [6] [17] [18].

\[
\eta = \frac{L(G)}{e} \tag{6}
\]

Where
- \(L(G)\) = Summations of all edges in the network
- \(e\) = No. of edges (Line)

#### 5.8.4 Eta Index

Eta Index is used to Measures the average edge length in the network. And it is used as a measure of speed in traffic network. It requires a summation of all edges in the network and number of edges in the network. If a new link is added, so it will decrease in eta index, as average per link declines [6] [19].

\[
\eta = \frac{L(G)}{e} \tag{6}
\]

Where
- \(L(G)\) = Summations of all edges in the network
- \(e\) = No. of edges (Line)

### Table 2: Zone Wise Population Density of Aurangabad Municipal Corporation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WARD &quot;A to F&quot;</th>
<th>WARD-A</th>
<th>WARD-B</th>
<th>WARD-C</th>
<th>WARD-D</th>
<th>WARD-E</th>
<th>WARD-F</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>184323</td>
<td>196717</td>
<td>202015</td>
<td>181099</td>
<td>185946</td>
<td>194867</td>
<td>1144967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Area (KM)</td>
<td>57.838</td>
<td>15.721</td>
<td>3.729</td>
<td>5.974</td>
<td>32.889</td>
<td>26.636</td>
<td>142.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population Density</td>
<td>3187</td>
<td>12513</td>
<td>54174</td>
<td>30315</td>
<td>5654</td>
<td>7316</td>
<td>8019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remark</td>
<td>Very Less</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Zone Wise Indices of Aurangabad Municipal Corporation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ward Zone No.</th>
<th>Point (V)</th>
<th>Line (e)</th>
<th>Road Length</th>
<th>Alpha Index</th>
<th>Beta Index</th>
<th>Gamma Index</th>
<th>Eta Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aurangabad (AMC)</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>159.96</td>
<td>0.2000</td>
<td>1.38974</td>
<td>0.46805</td>
<td>0.59026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone A</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>37.903</td>
<td>0.0594</td>
<td>1.0943</td>
<td>0.3791</td>
<td>0.6535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone B</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>24.306</td>
<td>0.1644</td>
<td>1.2821</td>
<td>0.4505</td>
<td>0.4861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone C</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12.811</td>
<td>0.0612</td>
<td>1.0741</td>
<td>0.3867</td>
<td>0.4418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone D</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>24.699</td>
<td>0.0857</td>
<td>1.1455</td>
<td>0.3962</td>
<td>0.3920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone E</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>32.307</td>
<td>0.0706</td>
<td>1.1111</td>
<td>0.3876</td>
<td>0.6461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone F</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>44.108</td>
<td>0.0588</td>
<td>1.1013</td>
<td>0.3766</td>
<td>0.5070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In Aurangabad Municipal Corporation, there are total six Zones, and these are named as Zone ‘A’, Zone ‘B’, Zone ‘C’, Zone ‘D’, Zone ‘E’ and Zone ‘F’. Among these zones Zone ‘A’ has a largest area and lowest population density and lowest road density. The population density and road density of all Zones is shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9 respectively.

6.1 Ward Zone ‘A’

It is a largest Zone in Aurangabad Municipal Corporation; it has an area of 57.838 sq km. This Zone is having a lowest population of only 184323. So, the population density is 3187, which is a lowest value among the all Zones. The road density of this Zone is also very less, it has only 655.33 m/ sq km. The 70% area of this Zone is in no development Zone. This area is mostly covered by a reserved area, hilly area, also it has 2 dams. The Eta Index value of this zone is 0.6535, and it is a highest among the all Zone. There is a requirement of horizontal development, as settlement area is increased so automatically the transport network will increase and vice versa.

Zone A has less Alpha Index value (0.0594); which is the second lowest value in the remaining Zones. This is because there are very less alternative routes to reach from one end to another end in this Zone.

6.2 Ward Zone ‘B’

Considering all parameter of the transport network analysis for urban planning and development, this Zone is the better than any of the other zones. The road density of this Zone is 1546.085 m/ sq km and population density is 12513 persons per sq km. This Zone is well planned area because this was planned and developed by the City and Industrial Development Corporation (CIDCO).

6.3 Ward Zone ‘C’

In Aurangabad Municipal Corporation there are total 6 Zones, among them a Zone C is the smallest in area, and it has only 3.729 sq km area. As Census 2001 data, this Zone having a highest population i.e. 202015. So, the population density is 54174, this is a highest population density in Aurangabad Municipal Corporation. The average length of road i.e. The Zone C has low Eta Index value of only 0.4418 km; it indicates the average length of road. In this Zone most of the area is commercial area. So the transportation facility has to be good. Considering all the above parameters this Zone is identified as a “Highly Burn Area”.

The Zone C, cannot be developed horizontally, so vertical development has to be done. For that FSI has to be increase, presently the FSI is 1. If the FSI is increased then building will be taller and it is more useful for commercial area, because it has more commercial area. But it arise a parking problem, for this a Municipal Corporation has to give permission for multi floor parking. Instead of increasing a road width of this zone, a one way road system should be implemented.

6.4 Ward Zone ‘D’

In Aurangabad Municipal Corporation this Zone facing a same problem as like Zone C; because this Zone is a second lowest area Zone. An important thing is that, it has a highest road density and second highest population density. The major area of this Zone is a commercial area. An Eta Index value of this Zone is also a low value, its value is 0.4418. It indicates that an average length of road is only a 441 m. So, This Zone is identified as a ‘Highly Burning Zone’ after the Zone ‘C’.

Therefore, solution to this problem is to increase the FSI, presently it is only one, and it should be increase up to 3. And also multi parking facility has to be permitted, and then it will be beneficial to the commercial area.

6.5 Ward Zone ‘E’

The Zone E is the second largest Zone in the Municipal Corporation, which has an area of 32.889 sq km. But as considering the population density it is a second lowest Zone. Its population density is 5654. The road density of this Zone is also less. This is because; the major area of this Zone is occupied by an International Airport and MIDC chikkalthana. The average
length of road of this Zone is a second high among all Zones; an Eta Index value is 0.6461.

6.6 Ward Zone ‘F’
As considering the population density and road density this is a good Zone among all other. But this zone does not have good Index values of Transportation analysis. An Alpha Index is used to measure the network structure in terms of the number of the ways to proceed from one point to another. It has a lowest value of Alpha Index. Its Alpha Index value is 0.0588. This is because there are very less alternative routes to reach from one end to another end of these Zones. It has a lowest value of Gamma Index. The Beta value of this Zone is also less, because there is no proper connectivity between the node and vertex.

7 CONCLUSION
Ward Zone A is the largest Zone in AMC but its Road Density is a lowest among all Zones. Zone A and Zone E are having very less road density; the road density is below 1000 m per sq km and population density is also very less. There are only 2 Zones having a road density above 2000 m per sq.km and these are Zone C and Zone D. Relatively these Zones have a very small area, also population density is very high of these two Zones among other zones. According to the results, Zone A and Zone E and Zone F are having very less Alpha Index, Because there is no alternative routes to reach from one end to another end of these Zones. The Zone A, Zone C and Zone F are having very less connectivity. There are total 3 Zones which has average length above 0.5 km per road line and these are Zone A, E and F; and Zone C and Zone D has low Eta values, because these Zone having a small area.

The observations of AMC Zones are as follows
- Zone A is identified as an “Undeveloped Zone”.
- Zone B is a well planned Zone.
- Zone C and Zone D is identified as a “Highly Burn Zone”.
- Zone E and Zone F are relatively good Zones.

An overall result of Aurangabad city is good. The study reveals that the Aurangabad is good in transportation facilities; also it reveals the importance of GIS in the field of administration for the Local Governments especially the Municipal Corporation.
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